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In this paper we determine those relativistic point interactions for which renor-
malization of the coupling constant occurs when the corresponding potentials are
approximated by local, short-range perturbations of the free Dirac operator in one
dimension. We also find a general formula for the renormalization constant for the
entire four-parameter family of relativistic point interactions. Our results, which
unify and extend earlier work on relativistic point interactions, include perturba-
tions of the Dirac operator by finitely many d or d X potentials, as well as relativistic
scalar and magnetic point interactions. In addition, we show that similar methods
may be used to define more general perturbations of the Dirac operator, including
time-dependent ones. These operators are shown to depend continuously on the
perturbation in the sense of strong resolvent convergence. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Relativistic point interactions are, at least in a formal sense, perturba-
tions of the one-dimensional Dirac operator by zero-range potentials.
Relativistic scalar and magnetic point interactions provide well-known
examples for which approximation by potentials, for example, square
potentials, results in a complicated renormalization of the coupling con-
Ž w x.stant cf. 12, 13, 17 . In fact, the coupling constant of the limiting
perturbation is shown in special cases to be a nonlinear function of the
constant in the approximating sequence. The purpose of this paper is to
determine a general formula that expresses the coupling constant of the
limiting operator as a function of the constant in the approximating
sequence for the entire four-parameter family of relativistic point interac-
tions. These results extend and unify earlier work by the author and others
Ž w x.cf. 2, 12, 13, 17 .
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w xIn 13 , we showed that the four-parameter family of one-dimensional
Žrelativistic point interactions introduced by Benvegnu and DaÎbrowski cf.Á
w x.4 may be approximated in the strong resolvent sense by smooth, local,
short-range perturbations of the Dirac Hamiltonian. In addition, we proved
that the nonrelativistic limits correspond to the Schrodinger point interac-È
Ž w x.tions studied extensively by the author and Paul Chernoff cf. 6, 7 . We
did not, however, discuss renormalization of the coupling constants for the
entire family of point interactions.
In their recent study of rank-one perturbations of operators that are not
Žw x.semi-bounded, Albeverio and Kurasov 2 show that form-unbounded
rank 1 perturbations can be uniquely defined if the original operator and
the perturbation are homogeneous with respect to a certain one-parameter
semigroup. They prove that some form-unbounded perturbations can be
approximated in the strong resolvent sense without renormalization of the
coupling constant only if the original operator is not semi-bounded, and
Ž w xthey apply their approach which differs from ours in 13 in that we use a
Ž w x..modification of a construction due to Segal cf. 18 to the first derivative
and the Dirac operator with point interaction in one dimension. Their
w xwork suggests that the approximation results in 13 might be extended to
provide necessary and sufficient conditions for renormalization to occur
when point interactions are approximated by smooth potentials. In Section
Ž .2, we obtain such conditions Theorems 1 and 2 and discuss several
examples, as well. From our main result, we see that renormalization
occurs for the point interaction corresponding to the boundary condition
L y Iq yŽ . Ž .c 0 s Lc 0 if and only if A / 2 , where A is a complex matrixL q I
Ž .satisfying L s exp A ; we find necessary and sufficient conditions on
matrix A for this condition to hold. In the event renormalization does
occur, this result yields an explicit formula for the renormalization con-
stant. In Section 3, we show that similar methods may be used to study
more general, time-dependent perturbations of the Dirac operator. We
show that the corresponding self-adjoint operator exists and depends
Ž .continuously in a suitable sense on the time-dependent perturbation
Ž .Proposition 3 .
w xWe begin with a summary of the results in 13 and the relevant parts of
d 2 0 1 1 0w x Ž . Ž .2 . Let D s yic m s q c r2 m s , where s s and s s0 1 3 3dx 1 0 0 y1
Ž . 1Ž . 2are Pauli matrices, and Dom D s H R m C . If D is restricted to0 0
 1Ž . 2 < Ž . 4c g H R m C c 0 s 0 , then we obtain a symmetric operator with
Ž .deficiency indices 2, 2 . The self-adjoint extension corresponding to a d
Ž .potential in the nonrelativistic limit is then prescribed by the boundary
condition
yia
q yc 0 y c 0 s c 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 1c
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whereas the d X potential corresponds to
c 0q y c 0y s icbc 0Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2
Ž w x.cf. 10 .
w xIn 4 , Benvegnu and DaÎbrowski show that the most general boundaryÁ
condition of this type has the form
c 0q s Lc 0y ,Ž . Ž .
where L is a 2 = 2 complex matrix,
a ib
L s v , 1Ž .ž /yig d
< <with v g C, v s 1 and a , b , g , d g R satisfying ad y bg s 1. The
corresponding self-adjoint operator will be denoted H L. That is, H L s D0
on the domain
L 1 2 < q y 4Dom H s c g H R_ 0 m C c 0 s Lc 0 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Now let H denote the Heaviside function. We will write H x , H yx
Ž . Ž .to denote the operators of multiplication by H x and H yx , respec-
2Ž .tively, acting on L R . Also, set
U s H x m I q H yx m L .Ž . Ž .
2Ž . 2 y1 Ž .Then U is a bounded invertible operator on L R m C , with U s H x
Ž . y1m I q H yx m L ; we have the following closed-form expression for
L Ž w x.H also, cf. 9 .
w xTHEOREM A 13 .
d c2
ULH s U yic m s U q m s ,1 3ž /dx 2
 2Ž .where the domain of the operator on the right-hand side is c g L R m
2 < 1Ž . 24C Uc g H R m C .
Remark. Since L is invertible, there exists a 2 = 2 complex matrix A
Ž . Ž .such that L s exp A , where exp A is defined by a convergent power
series expansion. It is then immediate that
U s exp H yx m A .Ž .Ž .
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In fact, a calculation similar to that used in Theorem A shows that U may
be replaced by
ÄU s exp yH x m AŽ .Ž .
s H yx m I q H x m Ly1Ž . Ž .
Äin the statement of Theorem A. Indeed, this choice of U results in the
Ä 1 2Ž .same boundary condition, for Uc g H R m C if and only if
exp yH 0q m A f 0q s exp yH 0y m A f 0y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
y1 Ž q. Ž y. Ž q. Ž y.which holds if and only if L f 0 s f 0 or f 0 s Lf 0 . Since
U dy1 L 2Ä ÄŽ . Ž .L satisfies 1 if L does, H s U yic m s U q c r2 m s , away1 3dx
Äfrom the origin. Therefore, in the remainder of the paper, we shall use U,
but continue to denote it by U.
 4 ‘Now, let h be a family of smooth functions such that h G 0, H h se e y‘ e
w x1, and h is supported in 0, 1re . Then h “ d in the usual sense ofe e
Ž . x Ž . Ž . Ž .distributions. Set H x s H h y dy; then H x s 0 for x F 0, H xe y‘ e e e
Ž . Ž .s 1 for x G 1re , 0 F H F 1 everywhere, and H x “ H x pointwise.e e
Next, set
U s exp yH x m A ,Ž .Ž .e e
Ž .where A is a 2 = 2 complex matrix such that L s exp A . Then clearly
2Ž .U “ U in the strong operator topology, as bounded operators on L R me
2 Ž  4 . y1 y1C since the H are uniformly bounded ; similarly, U “ U , ande e
UU “ UU. We then have the following:e
Žw x.THEOREM B 13 . Let
d c2
ULeH s U yic m s U q m s ,e 1 e 3ž /dx 2
Ž Le . 1Ž . 2with Dom H s H R m C . Then
lim H Le s H L
e“0
in the sense of strong resol¤ent con¤ergence.
Remark. The operators H Le are local, in the sense that if f s 0 in an
Le Ž w x.open set U ; R, then H f s 0 in U cf. 1, Lemma C.2 . Moreover,
dL 2e Ž . Ž . Ž . w xH f x s yic m s q c r2 m s f x outside 0, 1re . Here, we use1 3dx
U d dŽ . w xthe fact that U yic m s U s yic m s outside 0, 1re , whiche 1 e 1dx dx
U Žfollows from the fact that Ls L s s see Section 2, proof of Theo-1 1
.rem 1 .
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w x LBy contrast, consider the approach in 2 . There, H corresponds to a
rank 2 perturbation of D described heuristically by0
“LH s D q Vd ,0
“ 1 2 2Ž .where the delta function d is the linear map from H R m C into C
defined by
f 0Ž .“ 1
d , f s ,Ž . ž /f 0Ž .2
Ž . 1Ž . 2for f s f , f g H R m C , V a self-adjoint 2 = 2 matrix, and1 2
y11 1L s y V y is V q is .Ž . Ž .1 12 2
This heuristic formula suggests that our approximating operators H Le
are in fact perturbations of the Dirac operator by bounded operators of
XŽ .the form H x m B for a suitable 2 = 2 matrix B. In the next section, wee
determine the precise form of these operators and, as a result, we are able
to completely describe those circumstances in which renormalization oc-
curs.
2. FINITE-RANK PERTURBATIONS
AND RENORMALIZATION
We first determine the precise form of the approximating operators
H Le.
Ž .THEOREM 1. Let L be a 2 = 2 matrix satisfying 1 , and choose A so that
Ž . LeL s exp A . Then the approximating operators H defined in Theorem B
ha¤e the form, for all e ) 0,
d c2
XLeH s yic m s q m s q icH x m s A ,Ž .1 3 e 1dx 2
Ž Le . 1Ž . 2with Dom H s H R m C .
Proof. We begin the proof with the following elementary result. Let A
be a complex 2 = 2 matrix. Then
s As s yAU 2Ž .1 1
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Ž .if and only if L s exp A satisfies
LUs L s s , 3Ž .1 1
Ž . Ž .in which case L has the form in 1 . We also note that 2 is equivalent to
the condition
a ibA s ,ž /ic ya
where a g C and b, c g R.
Ž .Indeed, if A satisfies 2 , then a simple calculation shows that L s
Ž . Ž . Ž .exp A satisfies 3 . On the other hand, suppose L satisfies 3 , and A is a
Ž .2 = 2 matrix for which L s exp A . For l g C, consider the function
f l s elm A
U
s elm A .Ž . 1
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .Then f l is an entire B C -valued function, and f 1 s s . In fact,1
f n s LU ns LnŽ . 1
s s ,1
Ž w x.for all n g Z. Therefore, by Lerch's theorem cf. 11, Theorem 6.2.2 , it
Ž . XŽ . U Ž . Ž .follows that f l ’ s . Moreover, since f l s A f l q f l A s 0, we1
U Ž .obtain A s s ys A, which is 2 .1 1
We now return to the proof of the theorem. From the fact that
Ž .f l ’ s , we have1
eyHeŽ x .m A
U
s eyHeŽ x .m A s s ,1 1
2Ž . 2for all x g R and e ) 0. Thus if c g L R m C , then
d c2
ULeH c x s U yic m s U c x q m s c xŽ . Ž . Ž .e 1 e 3ž /dx 2
d c2UyH Ž x .m A yH Ž x .m Ae es e yic m s e c x q m s c xŽ . Ž .1 3ž /dx 2
d c2
s yic m s c x q m s c xŽ . Ž .1 3ž /dx 2
q icH X x m eyHeŽ x .m A
U
s eyHeŽ x .m AAc xŽ . Ž .e 1
d c2
s yic m s c x q m s c xŽ . Ž .1 3ž /dx 2
q icH X x m s Ac x .Ž . Ž .e 1
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Next, we consider the question of renormalization of the coupling
constants when we pass to the limit as e “ 0. What we present here is a
w xgeneralization of the results in 12 to the entire four-parameter family of
w xrelativistic point interactions. In order to compare this to the result in 2 ,
we first prove the following.
Ž L .LEMMA 1. For c g Dom H ,
d c2
LH c s yic m s q m s c1 3ž /dx 2
c 0q y c 0y 0Ž . Ž . “2 2q ic d ,q yž /0 c 0 y c 0Ž . Ž .1 1
in the sense of distributions.
Ž L . ŽH Ž x .m A. 1Ž . 2Proof. Let c g Dom H . Then c s e f, for f g H R m C
and
d c2UL ŽyH Ž x .m A .H c s e yic m s f q m s c .1 3ž /dx 2
Ž L .On the other hand, for c g Dom H ,
d d
yic m s c s yic m s c1 1ž / ž /ž /dx dx 0
c 0q y c 0y 0Ž . Ž . “2 2y ic d ,q yž /0 c 0 y c 0Ž . Ž .1 1
4Ž .
dŽ .where denotes the derivative away from the origin. Since c is0dx
absolutely continuous away from the origin, the following holds for x
outside any neighborhood of zero:
d d
ŽH Ž x .m A.yic m s c x s yic m s e f xŽ . Ž .1 1ž / ž /ž / ž /dx dx0 0
s yics eŽH Ž x .m A.fX xŽ .1
dUŽyH Ž x .m A .s e yic m s f xŽ .1ž /dx
c2
Ls H c x y m s c x . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .32
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Ž . Ž .Therefore, combining 4 and 5 , we have
d c2
LH c s yic m s q m s c1 3ž /dx 2
c 0q y c 0y 0Ž . Ž . “2 2q ic d ,q yž /0 c 0 y c 0Ž . Ž .1 1
in the sense of distributions.
Ž q . Ž y .c 0 q c 0w x Ž .Now, we consider the approach in 2 and set c 0 s for2
Ž L .c g Dom H . This formal step corresponds to extending the d function
to the domain of H L, which contains functions which may be discontinu-
Ž q. Ž y.ous at the origin. Using the boundary condition c 0 s Lc 0 , we
obtain
L q I c 0q y c 0y s L q I I y Ly1 c 0qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s L y Ly1 c 0qŽ . Ž .
s 2 L y I c 0 ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž y1 . Ž q.since 2c 0 s I q L c 0 . In the event L q I is invertible, we have,
from Lemma 1, that
d c2
LH c s yic m s c q m s c1 3ž / ž /dx 2
L y I “
q 2 ic m s dc1 L q I
Ž L .in the sense of distributions, for all c g Dom H .
Remark. For the class of L's under consideration, namely those satisfy-
Ž .ing 1 , L q I need not be invertible. A trivial example is provided by
L y IL s yI. In the event L q I is invertible, set V s 2 ic m s . Then V is1 L q I
a self-adjoint matrix; we have the following approximation result:
Ž .THEOREM 2. Let L be a 2 = 2 complex-¤alued matrix satisfying 1 , and
L y IŽ .assume that L q I is in¤ertible. Let L s exp A , V s 2 ic m s , and1 L q I
Ž L .H “ H in the sense described in Theorem B. Then for c g Dom H , theree
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 4 1Ž . 2 Le L 2Ž .exists c ; H R m C such that c “ c and H c “ H c in L R me e e
2 2Ž . 2C , and for all f g L R m C ,
d c2 “² :yic m s c q m s c , f q V dc , f1 3¦ ;ž /dx 2
d c2
s lim yic m s q m s c , f1 3 e¦ ;ž /dx 2e“0
² X :q icH x m s Ac , f .Ž .e 1 e
Proof. Since strong resolvent convergence implies convergence in the
Ž w x.sense of strong, and hence weak, graph limits cf. 15, Theorem VIII.26 ,
the result follows from Theorem B and the above discussion.
Renormalization of relativistic d potentials has been the source of some
Ž w x. w x w xambiguity cf. 5, 20, 21 and has been clarified in 13, 17 . In 13 , we
showed that the closed-form definitions of H L and H Le given above result
in straightforward limiting procedures. In fact, the possibility of renormal-
Ž . w Ž q. Ž y.xization arises only when we set c 0 s c 0 q c 0 r2 for c g
Ž L . LDom H and then express H formally as a finite-rank perturbation of
Ž w xthe free Dirac operator by d potentials. In 2 , this step corresponds to
extending the definition of the distributions in question to discontinuous
.test functions. Then, renormalization occurs in some cases, when the limit
is taken. We now see from Theorem 2 that renormalization occurs in all
Ž A . Ž A . Ž .cases except when A s 2 e y I r e q I assuming the inverse exists .
Ž w x.This discussion motivates the following cf. 3, 19 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a 2 = 2 complex matrix satisfying 2 , for
which e A q I is in¤ertible. Then
e A y I
A s 2 6Ž .Ae q I
if and only if one of the following holds:
Ž .i A is nilpotent.
Ž .ii The nonzero eigen¤alues of A are nondegenerate and purely imagi-
nary. Moreo¤er, if iy is an eigen¤alue of A, then y is a real solution of
y y
s tan . 7Ž .
2 2
Proof. A direct check using the Jordan canonical form shows that if A
Ž .is either of the stated types, then 6 holds. On the other hand, suppose A
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies 6 . Then we see from 2 that det A is real. Since L s exp A
Ž . 2 < < Ž A. trŽ A.and det L s v , where v s 1, we use the fact that det e s e to
Ž .conclude that tr A is purely imaginary. Thus the eigenvalues of A are
Žeither both real or both purely imaginary. From the Jordan form, we may
.directly rule out the case of degenerate, nonzero eigenvalues. Moreover,
by the spectral mapping theorem, the eigenvalues of A must satisfy
e z y 1 z
z s 2 s 2 tanh .ze q 1 2
The only real solution of the above equation is zero. In the event that A
0 1Ž Ž ..has real eigenvalues, A is nilpotent and similar to . Setting z s x q iy,0 0
we have the elementary identity
sinh 2 x i sin 2 y
tanh z s q .
cosh 2 x q cos 2 y cosh 2 x q cos 2 y
z z sinh x i sin yThus if z s 2 tanh then s q . Equating the real2 2 cosh x q cos y cosh x q cos y
y sin y yand imaginary parts, we have x s 0 and s s tan , if iy is an2 1 q cos y 2
eigenvalue of A.
In fact, we have a more general result, which follows from properties of
Ž w x.the functional calculus for bounded linear operators cf. 8, 18 . First, we
recall the following:
DEFINITION 1. Let A be a linear transformation on a finite-dimen-
sional complex Banach space X. For each integer n G 0, and l g C,
n  <Ž .n 4 Ž .define N s x g X A y lI x s 0 . The index n l is the least integerl
n such that Nnq1 s Nn.l l
Ž .Thus l is an eigenvalue if and only if n l ) 0. We shall make use of
w xTHEOREM C 8, VIII.1.5 . Let f be analytic in an open set containing the
Ž . Žm.Ž . Ž .spectrum of A. Then f A s 0 if and only if f l s 0 for all l g s A ,
Ž . Ž .0 F m F n l y 1, where f A is defined by means of the analytic functional
Ž w x.calculus for A cf. 8, VII.1 .
We now have
Ž .PROPOSITION 2. Let A g B X , where X is a finite-dimensional complex
Ž .Banach space, and suppose A satisfies 2 . Let l , . . . , l denote the eigen¤al-1 k
ues of A. Then e A q I is in¤ertible and
e A y I
A s 2 Ae q I
l lŽ . Ž .if and only if n 0 F 3 and n l s 1, where l is a solution of s tanh .i i 2 2
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Ž . Ž l . Ž l .Proof. Let f l s l e q 1 y 2 e y 1 . Then f is an entire function;
Ž . Žm.Ž . Ž .from Theorem C, f A s 0 if and only if f l s 0 for all l g s A ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .where 0 F m F n l y 1. Now, suppose that n 0 F 3 and n l s 1,i
l lwhere l is a solution of s tanh . Then we see from the Jordan formi 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .that f A s 0, so 6 holds. On the other hand, suppose 6 holds, in which
Ž . Žk .Ž . Ž3.Ž .case f A s 0. Then since f 0 s 0 for 0 F k F 2, and f 0 / 0, we
Ž . Ž . XŽ .see that n 0 F 3. For nonzero eigenvalues l , f l s 0, whereas f li i i
Ž ./ 0, so that n l s 1.i
With these results, we turn to the further analysis of several examples
which have appeared in the literature. We begin by discussing the five
w xspecial cases considered in 13 :
cos u yi sin u
L s ,1 ž /yi sin u cos u
cosh u i sinh u
L s ,2 ž /yi sinh u cosh u
1 0
L s ,3 ž /yiarc 1
1 ibc
L s ,4 ž /0 1
eyi u 0
L s .5 yiuž /0 e
Recall that L and L correspond to the electrostatic and Lorentz1 2
scalar point interactions, respectively, while L and L correspond to the3 4
relativistic d and d X point interactions.
Ž .EXAMPLE 1. First, we consider L . In this case, L s exp yiu m s ,1 1 1
and so A s yiu m s and ic m s A s cu m I. Consequently,1 1 1 1
L y I u1
V s 2 ic m s s 2c tan m I.1 1 L q I 21
w xThis result agrees with that in 12, 17 . It is easy to see that in this case, the
eigenvalues of A are "iu , and so renormalization occurs in all cases
u uexcept those for which s tan .2 2
0 y iŽ . Ž .EXAMPLE 2. For L , we have L s exp yu m s , where s s .2 2 2 2 i 0
Thus A s yu m s , and ic m s A s cu m s . Thus2 2 1 2 3
u
V s 2c tanh m s .2 32
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w xThis is the scalar point interaction in 17 . The eigenvalues of A are in
Žthis case "u , and so renormalization occurs in all cases unless u s 0,
.which corresponds to the free Dirac operator .
a 0 0Ž Ž ..EXAMPLE 3. In the case of L , we have L s exp yi m . Thus3 3 c 1 0
0 0 1 0Ž . Ž .A s yiarc m and ic m s A s a m . Thus3 1 31 0 0 0
1 0V s a m .3 ž /0 0
Notice that since A is nilpotent, there is in this case no renormalization3
when the limit is taken.
EXAMPLE 4. We see the same phenomenon in the next example, the
X 0 1Ž Ž ..relativistic d potential. Indeed, for L , we have L s exp ibc m .4 4 0 0
0 1 2 0 0Ž . Ž .Thus A s ibc m , ic m s A s ybc m , and4 1 40 0 0 1
0 02V s ybc m .4 ž /0 1
A is again nilpotent, so no renormalization occurs.4
Ž .EXAMPLE 5. Finally, L s exp yiu m I , A s yiu m I and so ic m5 5
s A s u c m s . Thus1 1
eyi u y 1
0 yi u ue q 1
V s 2 ic s 2c tan m s .5 1yiu 2e y 1 00yi ue q 1
As in the case of L , there is renormalization except for those values of u1
usatisfying u s 2 tan .2
In summary, we have shown that for the relativistic d and d X point
Ž .interactions i.e., L and L , there is no renormalization, whereas for3 4
Ž .electrostatic and scalar point interactions L and L renormalization1 2
occurs in all cases except for certain exceptional values of the coupling
constant.
3. MORE GENERAL AND
TIME-DEPENDENT PERTURBATIONS
The basic approach taken in Section 2 provides a convenient context for
the study of more general, even time-dependent, potentials in the relativis-
tic case. In fact, we can further generalize that approach to the case where
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w xH is any real-valued measurable function. In 14 , we use this method,
based on Segal's idea of using the interaction representation, to define a
1 dunitary propagator for time-dependent perturbations of in one dimen-i dx
sion. In this more tractable case, this method yields a closed-form solution
Ž w x.to the time-dependent Schrodinger equation cf. 16, X.12 and shows in aÈ
direct fashion that the solutions depend continuously on the perturbation
in a suitable topology. To extend this approach to the Dirac operator in
one dimension, first assume that H is a bounded measurable real-valued
function with bounded derivative and that A is a 2 = 2 matrix of the form
a ib UŽ . Ž Ž .., so that s As s yA i.e., A satisfies 2 . Then, for t g R,1 1ic ya
¤ G 0, we define
U s exp yH x y ¤t m A .Ž .Ž .t
Set
d c2
UL tH s U yic m s U q m s , 8Ž .t 1 t 3ž /dx 2
with
L t 2 2 < 1 2Dom H s c g L R m C U c g H R m C .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4t
L t 2Ž . 2Then for each t g R, H is a self-adjoint operator on L R m C . Notice
that if H is absolutely continuous with a bounded derivative, it follows
from the argument in the proof of Theorem B that
d c2
XL tH s yic m s q m s q icH x y ¤t m s A.Ž .1 3 1dx 2
Moreover, H L t depends continuously on H in the following sense.
L t Ž .PROPOSITION 3. Let H be defined by 8 , with H bounded and measur-
 4able, and let H be a sequence of uniformly bounded real-¤alued functionsn
Ž Ž . .con¤erging pointwise to H. Let U s exp yH x y ¤t m A , and definet, n n
d c2
UL t , nH s U yic m s m U q m s .t , n 1 t , n 3ž /dx 2
Then H L t, n “ H L t in the sense of strong resol¤ent con¤ergence.
Proof. First, it follows from the fact that elm A
U
s elm A s s for all1 1
5 5l g C that U s 1, and similarly for U . Moreover, we see from thet, n t
2Ž . 2dominated convergence theorem that for all f g L R m C , U f “ U ft, n t
w x L t, n L tin norm. By the argument in the proof of Theorem 2 in H2 , H “ H
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in the sense of strong graph convergence, and hence in the sense of strong
resolvent convergence.
Remark. We close by noting that the methods of this section may be
used to define perturbations of the Dirac operator by finitely many d
potentials with centers at x , x , . . . , x g R. In this case, the correspond-1 2 n
U dL 2Ž .ing Hamiltonian is H s U yic m s m U q c r2 m s , with U s1 3dx
Ž n Ž . .exp yÝ H x y x m A .is1 i
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